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Relaxation of entangled polymers at the classical gel point M. Rubinstein (1), S. Zurek (*), T Abstract. 2014 We examine the relaxation behaviour of an entangled cross-linked polymer gel as it approaches the gel point in mean field (Flory-Stockmayer) percolation. The calculation is based on a tube model for the topological interactions in which stress is lost via hierarchical fluctuation of the primitive paths between cross-links. The decay time of a segment is calculated via a recursion relation which has an analytic solution near the gel point. The startling conclusion is that all clusters relax in a finite time T~ giving a relaxation modulus G (t ) = Go 03B3-2[03B1-1 ln (T~/t)]4, where 03B1 counts the number of entanglements between cross-links and 03B3 is a constant of order unity. For timescales much shorter than T~ this may resemble a weak power law. The unphysically rapid relaxation of the largest clusters is prevented by a transition to percolation statistics at long length scales. The timescale separating the two regimes is close to T~. distribution as specified by the number density of clusters of mass M, n (M), is a power-law [8] [9] [10] :
where f is a cut-off function, constant for molecular weights between M.,, which is a low-mass cut-off, and Mchar' The latter is the molecular weight of the largest cluster present and diverges at the gel point :
Here p is the number density of bonds in the system, or an extent of reaction, and Pc is the critical density at percolation. The zero shear rate viscosity qo and recoverable compliance J2 diverge at pc and the zero shear rate modulus Go appears beyond it :
The frequency-dependent modulus also exhibits scaling behaviour at the gel point [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] :
There is no direct way of determining the dynamic exponents s, t and u from the static ones without further assumptions about the nature of the dynamic interaction [2, 6, 7] .
One of the most important quantities affecting the dynamics of gelation clusters is their degree of overlap. Even without the complication of topological interactions between clusters the overlap determines whether the hydrodynamic interaction between monomers is screened or not ; i.e. whether the dynamical behaviour is Rouse-like or Zimm-like [10] . This is seen in solutions of linear polymers. The motion of monomers on really dilute chains is strongly coupled via the backflow of solvent to distant monomers on the same chain. When chains begin to overlap, however, hydrodynamic contributions from other chains in the neighbourhood interfere and conspire to screen the self interaction on length scales longer than the correlation length for density fluctuations. This « screening length » is therefore dependent on concentration. It divides the dynamical modes of a polymer chain into those of large length scales which see local friction (Rouse-like) and those of small length scales which are nonlocal (Zimm-like).
Strong overlap will additionally mean that entanglements may dominate, though these become important at rather higher concentrations than the onset of hydrodynamic screening. This is seen in melts of linear chains where there is a critical molecular weight (which is usually several thousand) above which dynamical behaviour diverges from the phantom-chain predictions. Entanglements are also affected by polydispersity so that in a melt of polymer bimodally distributed (say that a few long chains are present in a bath of much shorter ones) for example, it is possible for the long chains to be effectively unentangled (at timescales characteristic of their orientational relaxation they only entangle with other long chains) even though the short chains are well entangled. The richness of this problem has been investigated by Doi et al. [11] . For [12] is that branched polymers with excluded volume which is screened at large overlap will obey (1.6) for a range of values of T and df. This was used by Rubinstein et al. [6] to calculate the dynamical scaling of polymeric percolation clusters on the assumption that marginal overlap was effective in hydrodynamic screening but did not cause the clusters to entangle strongly, results which are confirmed by experiment [3, 6, 7] . Near the gel point we find that the dynamic modulus satisfies (1.4) with u = 0.69 compared with the theoretical value of 0.67.
A contrasting case is found in the cross-linking, or vulcanisation, of dense polymer chains when excluded volume is screened throughout the distribution except for the very largest clusters [13] . Now [14] and its extension to branched polymers has been an active area of interest recently. Applications have progressed from treatments of star molecules [15] without accounting for « constraint release » to models for more complex molecules [16, 17] which treat the topological constraints self-consistently [18] . The [15] . Fluctuations of the size of the entire segment allow the « slow » end to move on a timescale T i + 1 ( Fig. 1 [18] . In this paper we apply these ideas to Flory-Stockmayer gelation.
Statistics of entangled paths at gelation.
Consider a Bethe lattice with co-ordination number z (such as shown in Fig. la However, the differences of seniority between these two possible transitions (and even the seniority mx) are masked in an experiment which measures relaxation as a function of time because all m » 1 correspond to times close to T 00 from (3.6). The form of G (t ) observed is expected to follow (3.8) for 0 t T 00 and then cross over to the percolation power-law relaxation predicted and observed by Rubinstein et al. [6] , G(t) --t-0.67. We present a calculation of G (t ) for a well-entangled ensemble near the gel point in figure 3 . This illustrates three regimes : the entangled for 0 t T 00' the unentangled for T 00 t T max and the terminal regime for t &#x3E; T max where T max is the Rouse relaxation time of the largest cluster present. It is Tmax which diverges as we approach the gel point. Fig. 3. -The dynamic modulus G (t ) of the entangled ensemble just below gel point. The molecular weight between cross-links is such that T 00 exp = {60}. The crossover to unentangled dynamics occurs just before T 00 , Tmax, corresponding to the Rouse relaxation of the largest cluster is exp {70} . Also shown superimposed is the resulting compliance J (t) (the rising curve) with a vertical shift factor to allow use of the same axes.
FORM OF THE COMPLIANCE. -Because of the very long terminal times associated with entangled branched polymers, creep experiments on the compliance J(t) will be more accurate in assessing the linear rheology than constant-strain experiments such as oscillatory or step-strain rheometry. The characteristic behaviour of the different relaxation regimes discussed above is reflected in the compliance just as strongly as in the modulus. In the two regimes where G (t ) is approximately a power-law (0 -t T 00 when G(t) = t-4/ay, and t &#x3E; T 00 when G (t) = t -0.67) J (t) also has a power-law form. This may be seen from the integral relationship between G (t ) and J (t) [20] :
Taking Laplace transforms and putting G (t ) = Go t-U gives for 0 u 1 :
So we expect to see J(t ) following the inverse power to G (t ). Numerical evaluation of J(t) is superimposed in figure 3 . Below the gel point the viscosity is finite (the largest characteristic cluster has a terminal time of T max of Fig. 3 only one bond is occupied (terminating the chain). Now when we embed the ensemble into real space, the fraction of segments which belong to linear chains will not relax their stress by fluctuation, but by reptation. As the molecular weight between cross-links increases, so does the ratio of the characteristic times for fluctuation and for reptation, so for well-entangled ensembles, the main effect of these linear components is to a provide a way to relax a fraction of the original stress quickly, and to renormalise the concentration for the branched polymers whose relaxation follows the pattern described above, but initially diluted by the fraction of linear material.
The fraction of linear material of molecular weight kM. (consisting of k consecutive bonds) we denote by L (k, 0 ) (we explain the notation below)
The term in p comes from the necessary occupied bonds, in 1 -p from the unoccupied ones both along the length and at the ends of the chain, and the term in (z -1 ) is a combinatorial factor arising from the choice of paths on the lattice. The total fraction of bonds in linear material is given by the sum of L (k, 0) over k. This is dependent of the functionality z and is greatest for small z. At the gel point p = 1 / (z -1 ) giving, The total concentration of linear material is the ratio of this sum to the total fraction of occupied bonds (which fill space in the melt). This is 1/2 for z = 3 so at this functionality 1/4 of the total mass is in the form of linear chains and 1 -[1 -(1/4 ) ]2 = 7/16 of the total initial stress is relaxed by these linear segments. The relaxation spectrum of these reptating chains will be given by a sum over their exponential molecular weight distribution :
The reptation time of k-chains is dependent on their length cubed, the well-known result from linear melts [14] , but is also modified by the effective concentration C, which is defined, as for the branched species, as the fraction of unrelaxed segments. Now Trept -C2 [14] figure 4 , which behaves as a diluted linear polymer after bonds of seniority 1 have relaxed. The backbone bonds which have seniorities of two and three actually relax via the reptation of the diluted backbone after t (1 ), so giving an error to the relaxation spectrum calculated in section 3, which assumes that all relaxations proceed via fluctuation. In general we must calculate the number of objects which become linear-like at some stage of the relaxation. We denote by L (n, m ) the lattice-concentration of objects which beyond a seniority m consist of just a linear chain of n segments (L (n, 0 ) counts the simple linear chains as above). We find, after a little thought, that
The first term, q;" + l' is the probability that the two end bonds of the linear subsection are of seniority m + 1. Then we have the probability that the remaining n -2 bonds are occupied, pn-2multiplied by the number of ways this can occur (z -1 )n -1. We multiply this by the probability that all (z -2) (n -1) side branches have seniority less than or equal to m, QJ: -2)(n -1). We should, however, subtract the probability that the linear subsection is part of a longer linear subsection that was able to reptate at an earlier stage. In this case just one of the z -1 bonds at each end of the section must have seniority m -giving the factor (z -1)2 q 2, and the remaining z -2 must all have seniorities less than m giving the factor Fig. 4 . -The occurrence of linear-like sections at long times. After bonds of seniority one have relaxed, this cluster follows reptative dynamics within the effective entanglement network because no tree attached to its backbone has seniority higher than one. Q2(,-2 All n bonds of the subsection must be occupied as before, but now all the side branches must have seniorities strictly less than m. This explains the second term of (4.14) .
Beyond seniority m, these objects relax by reptation. We need an estimate of the error that they introduce into our calculation of the relaxation spectrum. A good measure of this is the concentration F (m ) of segments of nominal seniority m that have their actual relaxation speeded up by belonging to a backbone that becomes effectively linear, i. e. that relax by reptation at an earlier timestep. We observe that objects belonging to the fraction L (n, m' ) affect bonds with seniority m such that m' m m' + n /2. The total fraction of bonds of seniority m affected is the sum over relevant linear-like objects :
The case of z = 3 is especially instructive here because we expect it to give the largest effect of linear-like sections (only one side branch per node need relax along a subsection), and also because it is possible to calculate F (m ) exactly in terms of C (m ) (see appendix B). We find that which means that 1/4 of all relevant bonds are affected. This implies an interesting form of dynamic scale-invariance at the gel point : the linear-like chains are significant at all scales. However, the form of the relaxation modulus is still unchanged, because the system behaves as if it were at the renormalised concentration Ceff (m) = C (m) -F (m) = 3 C (m)14. Here we derive the exact discrete form of the seniority statistics and relaxation spectrum for the case of z = 3. We start with the recursion relation for the Q., equation (2.4 So the form of the relaxation modulus derived from the asymptotic results becomes exact in the case of z = 3 (for the discrete sequence of times tm with integer m), but with a renormalised value for Too of tl exp (3 a ).
Appendix B.
In this appendix we calculate the fraction of linear-like chains at each seniority m, F (m ), for the case of z = 3. We first observe that in this case (4.14) becomes which we must use in the double sum for F (m ) :
We may perform the sum over n using the two standard results
The first term contributing to F(m) from (Bl) gives on summing over n : using (A5)
A similar summation can be performed on the second term to give, on combination,
The second sum starts from 1 rather than zero because the expression for L (n, 0 ) does not contain the subtracted part of (B1) . Terms cancel between the two sums in pairs except for the largest element in the first sum, so which proves the result.
